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Abstract

The Stochastic Guaranteed Service Model with Demand Propagation SGSM-DP is an MILP
model that can pro-actively decide on safety stocks and outsourced quantities in a multi-echelon
supply chain distribution network in the presence of a discrete demand random distribution and
immediate outsourcing options. However, on the one hand, it can only handle small networks, on
the other hand its objective does not precisely capture the holding costs for the expected inventory
levels. In this paper, new models are presented that overcome both short-comings: The F-SGSM-DP
is essentially equivalent to the SGSM-DP but can handle large networks fast. The F-SGSM-DF is an
improved model compared to the F-SGSM-DP with a similar scalability but with a more accurate
objective. Both new models are based on a representation of a logical material flow with a flow-
design in a certain time-expanded network. Numerical results on randomized data confirm that
the F-SGSM-DF is faster to compute, predicts better the realized cost, and lead to substantial cost
savings in dynamic simulations.

1 Introduction

This paper studies MILP (mixed-integer linear programming) formulations for the Stochastic Guar-
anteed Service Model with Demand Propagation (SGSM-DP), introduced by Löhnert and Rambau
(2018), an extension of the earlier Stochastic Guaranteed Service Model (SGSM), introduced by Ram-
bau and Schade (2014). In contrast to the original Guaranteed Service Model (GSM) (Graves and
Willems 2000, Lesnaia 2004, Eruguz et al. 2016), the SGSM and the SGSM-DP support stochastic
demand in terms of a discrete demand distribution and an immediate outsourcing option at each
node. Thus, the SGSM and the SGSM-DP can suggest to reduce safety stock at the cost of occasional
outsourcing in high-demand scenarios. Excess demand must be outsourced, since backlogging is
not allowed, as in the original GSM. In contrast to the SGSM, the SGSM-DP handles the demand
propagation inside the network by endogenous calculations. This is important, since outsourcing
decisions reduce the internal demands upstream. A first MILP formulation of the SGSM-DP was
given by Löhnert and Rambau (2018). However, the best models so far were only able to deal with
distribution networks up to at most 20 nodes for few scenarios. Moreover, its objective function
measures the holding cost for the whole base-stock levels, not for the expected inventory levels.

This is a special topic in the field of Multi Echelon Inventory Optimization (MEIO). MEIO, in
general, asks for a supply chain network which policies should be used in each node for ordering,
producing, and supplying material so as to optimize an objective function. A survey with a classifica-
tion of MEIO problem settings and solution methods was provided by de Kok et al. (2018). Graves
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and Willems (2000) compare the two basic modelling paradigms of the Stochastic Service Model
(SSM) and the Guaranteed Service Model (GSM). It is safe to say that the SSM in its exact form is only
tractable for highly restricted network structures and/or parameter settings. For more complicated
structures, one has to resort to approximations. The GSM as such is already an approximation of the
original stochastic MEIO problem. It has successfully been used for complicated network structures
in practical applications (Eruguz et al. 2016).

This paper deals with the GSM-branch of research. Its contributions are twofold: first, a new
MILP formulation for the SGSM-DP, logically equivalent to the one by Löhnert and Rambau (2018),
is presented that can solve instances up to 50 nodes in reasonable time (details below); second, in a
modified model, a new objective function is incorporated that better reflects the expected inventory
holding cost over time, so that in model-independent simulations on random data the average holding
and outsourcing cost is significantly reduced (details below). Parts of the first contribution have been
presented without detailed proofs in an extended abstract of the MATHMOD2022 conference already
by Kamp and Rambau (2022).

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 notations are introduced and a formal description of
an outsourcing-aware base-stock policy is provided. In Section 3.1 an all new flow-design formulation
F-SGSM-DP is presented together with a formal description under which conditions there is a logical
equivalence to the SGSM-DP. Section 3.2 introduces a non-equivalent model F-SGSM-DF in which
the objective function better reflects the holding cost of the expected inventory level rather than
the base-stock level. Additionally, in this modification, the evaluation of recourse costs is adjusted
to better describe the actual outsourcing cost. Computational results are presented in Section 4.
The first part on solving the models shows strong evidence for the fact that the new F-SGSM-DP is a
much tighter MILP than the known one by Löhnert and Rambau (2018). While with a time limit of
1000 seconds the SGSM-DP can only be solved for instances of up to 20 nodes, the F-SGSM-DP can
handle networks with as many as 400 nodes. The second part on the dynamic performance of the
model-optimal decision shows by simulation that the long-term average cost is better predicted and
reduced by the modified F-SGSM-DF. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions.

2 Problem Statement

We consider the task of allocating safety stocks in a multi-echelon distribution network for one type
of product with a stochastic end customer demand represented by finite scenarios. Operations follow
a periodic-review base-stock policy with guaranteed service times in the presence of expensive but
immediate and unbounded outsourcing options at all inventories. The goal is to find constant base-
stock levels, guaranteed outbound service times, and upper order limits that generate the minimum
expected total of holding and outsourcing costs. The motivation to specify upper order limits is that
this way the endogenous demand propagation can be reduced deliberately in anticipation of possible
future outsourcing. In contrast to this, directly deciding the outsourced rate in each node could
occasionally lead to unnecessary outsourcing in the presence of sufficient stock.

Formally, we investigate an inventory problem of type

nech,Dnet|Icap,Cdel|Udem,Gcus|Pres|Cobj

in the condensed notation by de Kok et al. (2018).
More specifically, let a supply chain network be represented by a finite graph G := (N , A). As in

the traditional GSM-framework by Graves and Willems (2000) each node i ∈N represents a stock
point where a unique type of product can be stored at a holding cost rate of Hi ∈ Q≥0. Every arc
( j , i ) ∈ A ⊆N ×N represents the assembly dependency that a product from j is required to generate
a product at i . This operation is assumed to take a deterministic number of periods given by the lead
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time Ti ∈Z>0. Nodes without predecessors are supplied externally. The demand set D ⊆N consists
of the nodes that face non-trivial random demand by external customers. Each customer order must
be satisfied within a time window defined by the outbound service time Si ∈Z≥0. In contrast to the
original assumption by Simpson Jr. (1958) of exogenously defined service levels for indeterminate
demand distributions, we are interested in an endogenous determination of optimal service levels
for an explicit demand distribution. Therefore, a discrete demand distribution is assumed, which
is joint among the demand nodes. This non-trivial demand distribution is determined by a finite
set of scenarios Ω, probabilities Pω ∈ Q>0

<1
for all scenarios ω ∈ Ω, and conditional demand rates

Dω
i ∈Z≥0 so that for all i ∈D there is someω ∈Ω with Dω

i > 0. Stochastic dependencies over time
are neglected. Instead, in each scenario the joint demand sequence is assumed to be constant.
Every node i ∈ N is additionally in touch with an emergency supplier, which can immediately
serve a product at compensation cost Ci ∈ Q≥0. Based on this information, the task is to find for
every node scenario-independent guaranteed inbound service times si ∈Z≥0 and base-stock levels
yi ∈Z≥0 as well as scenario-dependent propagated demand rates nωi ∈Q≥0 satisfying the service and
conservation conditions in order to minimize the expected total of holding and compensation costs.
In the following, for a node i ∈N in graph G we denote the set of predecessors by δ−G (i ) and the set of
successors by δ+G (i ). This investigation is restricted to distribution networks.

Definition 1 (Distribution Network). A distribution network is a finite directed graph with the prop-
erties:

(i) [Connected] In G between all nodes there are undirected paths.

(ii) [Acyclic] In G there is no closed directed path.

(iii) [Divergent] For every node i ∈N it is |δ−G (i )| ≤ 1.

Assumption 1(i) can always be obtained by considering each connected sub-network separately.
Assumption 1(ii) is a common restriction to avoid self-dependencies by propagated production
requirements. In total, assumption 1 asserts that there is a unique node without predecessors called
the root node 1 ∈N and any other node has a unique predecessor. For that reason, every assembly
process can be interpreted as either an internal transportation between two nodes or an external
procurement towards the root node. Let for every i ∈ N the set of reachable nodes via directed
paths be denoted by the downstream set %+G (i ) ⊆ N including node i . Then for this node in each
scenarioω ∈Ω the full demand rate is defined by

∆ωi :=
∑

j∈%+G (i )∩D

Dω
j (1)

as the sum of customer demand rates in the downstream network of node i . Furthermore, let the
unique backward path from i to the root node 1 be given by the upstream set Pi ⊆N including initial
node i . Then, the root process duration is defined by

τi :=
∑

j∈Pi

Tj (2)

as the sum of upstream lead times to node i . The corresponding relevant time set is defined by

Ki := {0, . . . ,τi } (3)

as in Kamp and Rambau (2022). Since we want to be able to optimize base-stocks in anticipation of
outsourcing, we need to extend the base-stock policy that is usually applied in the GSM-research. If
stock-outs can be compensated by immediate outsourcing, then the decision between storage and
outsourcing can be based on cost considerations only.
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Definition 2 (Outsourcing-Aware Base-Stock Policy). The Outsourcing-Aware Base-Stock Policy is
a periodic-review replenishment policy with the following non-negative integral parameters for
each node: a base-stock level, an outbound service time, and an upper order limit per period. The
outsourcing-aware base-stock policy works as follows: On an incoming order at a node, the order is
registered for delivery with a delay of the outbound service time. Then, the outsourcing order is given
in each period by the part of the sent quantity that exceeds the inventory level after regular deliveries
have arrived. For each node in reverse topological order, the full replenishment order is determined
to lift the current inventory position to the base-stock level. Here, the expected outsourcing orders up
to the outbound service time are taken into account. Pending orders will arrive with a delay given by
the outbound service time of the regular supplier plus the expected lead time. Finally, the propagated
replenishment order is the full replenishment order bounded from below by zero and from above by
the upper order limit.

The base-stock levels, the outbound service times, and the upper order limits can be determined
either from optimization results (if a model provides these data like the new model in this paper) or
heuristically (if a model does not provide them like the GSM with a fixed service level). In the SGSM
by Rambau and Schade (2014), the full replenishment order quantities are propagated immediately
since an outsourcing-implied demand reduction is not considered there. In contrast, the SGSM-DP
by Löhnert and Rambau (2018) determines all required information. In the objective function of this
MILP, the holding cost term does not represent the expected holding cost but the holding cost for
the base-stocks. In a sense, it estimates the cost for providing enough capacity for the base-stocks
and not the capital bound in the stored materials. Thus, the higher the expected propagated demand
relative to the maximum propagated demand, the more the SGSM-DP overestimates the expected
holding costs.

Recall, that the following model by Kamp and Rambau (2022) is a non-linear formulation of the
SGSM-DP:

Problem 1 (SGSM-DP). The following problem is called the Stochastic Guaranteed Service Model
with Demand Propagation:

min
∑

i∈N

�

Hi · yi +Ci ·
∑

ω∈Ω
Pω ·qωi

�

(estimated cost) (4)

xi − si + s+i = Ti ∀i ∈N (replenishment delay) (5)

− s j + s+i ≤ 0 ∀(i , j ) ∈ A (internal service) (6)

s+i ≤ Si ∀i ∈D (external service) (7)

yi − xi ·nωi ≥ 0 ∀i ∈N ,ω ∈Ω (base-stock level) (8)

qωi − xi ·mω
i = 0 ∀i ∈N ,ω ∈Ω (demand propagation) (9)

qωi − mω
i ≥ 0 ∀i ∈N ,ω ∈Ω (demand passage) (10)

nωi +mω
i −

∑

j∈δ+G (i )

nωj =

¨

Dω
i if i ∈D

0 otherwise
∀i ∈N ,ω ∈Ω (flow conservation) (11)

si , s+i , xi , yi ∈Z≥0 ∀i ∈N (natural anticipation) (12)

qωi ∈Z≥0, nωi , mω
i ∈Q≥0 ∀i ∈N ,ω ∈Ω (mixed reaction) (13)

For every node i ∈N the inbound service time si is required to quantify the delay between an
order is propagated and the corresponding delivery depart from the regular supplier. This makes
products arrive with a delay of si +Ti . Like in the traditional description by Graves and Willems (2000)
for simplicity announced demand of all successors are served with a common delay given by the
outbound service time s+i . These times must comply with internal service guarantees (6) and external
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service guarantees (7). The common time difference between departing and arriving deliveries is
given by the replenishment delay xi determined in (5). Propagated demand during this delay has to
be covered from the base-stock level yi . To keep the demand reduction by outsourcing into account,
in every scenarioω ∈Ω the propagated demand rate nωi needs to be determined endogenously. This
is done by introducing the outsourced demand rate mω

i of due orders served by the local emergency
supplier. It is used in (11) to balance out the demand conservation condition. For feasible propagated
demand rates the tightest upper order limit is given by dmaxω∈Ω nωi e. The base-stock must withstand
the demand load, which is equal to the replenishment delay times the propagated demand rate.
This is enforced by the non-linear condition (8). Finally, additional outsourced quantities qωi are
calculated by (9) and (10) to evaluate the objective function (4).

We are interested in special solutions of the SGSM-DP that avoid artificial service delays which
are neither evaluated in the objective (4) nor implemented in the policy given by definition 2.

Definition 3 (Slack-Free Solution). For distribution networks, a feasible solution of the SGSM-DP is
called slack-free, iff s1 = 0 for the unique root node 1 ∈N and si = s+j for every arc ( j , i ) ∈ A.

For the GSM and the SGSM on distribution networks with non-decreasing safety stock functions
there is always a slack-free optimal solution as shown by Schade (2012, Theorem 3.3.1). However, this
is no longer valid in general for the SGSM-DP. Nevertheless, these solutions are preferable because
proper service time slacks in constraint (6) of the original SGSM-DP can spoil the cost evaluation.
This comes from the fact, that either additional early arrival stocks will result from slacks, or some
base-stock levels are unnecessarily large if slacks are resolved by delaying internal services.

The following model is a suitable restriction of the SGSM-DP. Moreover, it will establish a relation
between the non-linear SGSM-DP and the flow-linearized F-SGSM-DP.

Problem 2 (I-SGSM-DP). The following problem is called the Instant Stochastic Guaranteed Service
Model with Demand Propagation:

min
∑

i∈N

�

Hi · yi +Ci ·
∑

ω∈Ω
Pω ·qωi

�

(estimated cost) (14)

xi − si + s+i = Ti ∀i ∈N (replenishment delay) (15)

− s j + s+i = 0 ∀(i , j ) ∈ A (internal service) (16)

s+i ≤ Si ∀i ∈D (external service) (17)

si ≤τi −Ti ∀i ∈N (relevance bound) (18)

yi − xi ·nωi ≥ 0 ∀i ∈N ,ω ∈Ω (base-stock level) (19)

qωi − xi ·mω
i = 0 ∀i ∈N ,ω ∈Ω (demand propagation) (20)

qωi − mω
i ≥ 0 ∀i ∈N ,ω ∈Ω (demand passage) (21)

nωi +mω
i −

∑

j∈δ+G (i )

nωj =

¨

Dω
i if i ∈D

0 otherwise
∀i ∈N ,ω ∈Ω (flow conservation) (22)

si , s+i , xi , yi ∈Z≥0 ∀i ∈N (natural anticipation) (23)

qωi ∈Z≥0, nωi , mω
i ∈Q≥0 ∀i ∈N ,ω ∈Ω (mixed reaction) (24)

In contrast to problem 1, condition (6) is restricted to equality (16) and constraint (18) is added to
fix s1 = 0 since τ1 = T1.

The big-M-formulation of the SGSM-DP provided by Löhnert and Rambau (2018) has some
serious drawbacks: first, it has a very large integrality gap and optimal results could so far only
be obtained for networks with up to around 20 nodes (for mild parameters). Second, its objective
estimates the holding cost of the full base-stock levels rather than the expected inventories. This can
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be suitable if holding costs are driven by stock-point capacities, but it is not suitable if holding costs
are mainly driven by capital investment into stored material. Third, the compensation cost is based
on the outsourced quantity given by the number of outsourced products during the replenishment
delay, and therefore does not match the holding cost, which is evaluated per period.

The problem studied in this paper is to find a model formulation for an optimized computation
of parameters to the outsourcing-aware base-stock policy so that also networks with, say, 50 nodes
are tractable. A further task is to find a model modification to estimate the expected inventory levels
and outsourced rates more faithfully. For the new and old models, the corresponding parameters for
the outsourcing-aware base-stock policy shall be compared in simulations.

3 New Models for the Parameter Optimization for the Outsourcing-
Aware Base-Stock Policy

In this section, we present new models for the parameters of the outsourcing-aware base-stock policy
based on an MILP for a flow-design in a special underlying graph. The benefit of these models is that
they have small integrality gaps so that networks with about 50 nodes (depending on the other data)
are tractable.

We present two new model types, both based on flow-design ideas that are completely new in
this context: the first model strives to find the optimal solution of the SGSM-DP faster so that larger
networks become tractable. It is (with slight modifications) equivalent to the known SGSM-DP, i.e., it
can find the same parameter values for the outsourcing-aware base-stock policy. The second model
strives to improve the solution performance in dynamic simulations, i.e., in general, it determines
different parameter values. The core idea of both models is to consider a logical material flow in a
time-expanded network, where inventory withdrawals correspond to accelerations and are, therefore,
represented by flows backwards in time.

3.1 A Flow-Design Model Equivalent to the SGSM-DP

The following describes a generalization of the main theoretic result in Kamp and Rambau (2022)
corresponding to the flow-based formulation of the SGSM-DP with integral demand rates and in-
cludes an extensive proof. To represent the logic of the I-SGSM-DP, each node i ∈N in the inventory
network G is split up into an inventory node i inv where products are stored, a dispatch node i dis

where demand is propagated, and an outsourcing node i out where outsourced supplies are received.
Material is provided by the additional source node 0dis without any intermediate stock (cross-docking).
The resulting split graph G spl is formally defined as follows.

G spl := (N spl, Aspl) (split graph) (25)

with

N spl :=M spl∪̇O spl (split node set) (26)

Aspl := E spl∪̇F spl∪̇V spl∪̇R spl (split arc set) (27)

D spl := {i dis|i ∈D } (split demand set) (28)
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i inv xi ← 2

( j , i ) ∈ A

xi = si +Ti − s+i

yi ≥ xi ·nωi =
∑

k
xω

i inv
k ,i inv

k−1

i inv i inv

s+i

i inv i inv

si +Ti

i inv

j dis

i dis

j dis

si

i dis

s+i

nωi

nωi

nωi

nωinωi

nωj

Figure 1: Structure of Flow Linearization: Service
acceleration imposes demand load via logical flow
backwards in time through inventory node, while
deliveries via dispatch node arrive at replenish-
ment time si +Ti and depart at service time s+i .

1 T1 := 2

2 T2 := 1

S2 := 0

D2 := 2

1inv

2inv

1inv
0 1inv

1 1inv
2

2inv
0 2inv

1 2inv
2 2inv

3

0dis

1dis

0dis
0

1dis
0 1dis

1 1dis
2

2dis
1 2dis

2 2dis
32dis

D2dis := 2

2dis
0

D
2dis

0
:= 2

1out

2out

1out
0 1out

1 1out
2

2out
0 2out

1 2out
2 2out

3

Figure 2: F-SGSM-DP-Network with a Feasible
Flow: At the left hand side original network, in
the middle split network where original nodes are
split into inventory, outsourcing, and dispatch
nodes, at the right hand side flow network leading
a scenario flow with immediate service.
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where

M spl := {i inv|i ∈N }, τi ∗ :=τi (material node set) (29)

O spl := {0dis}∪̇{i dis, i out|i ∈N }, τ0dis := 0 (operational node set) (30)

E spl := {( j dis, i inv)|( j , i ) ∈ {(0, 1)}∪̇A}, Tj dis,i inv := Ti (entering arc set) (31)

F spl := {(i inv, i dis), (i out, i dis)|i ∈N }, Ti ∗,i dis := 0 (forwarding arc set) (32)

V spl := {(i inv, i inv), (i out, i out)|i ∈N }, Ti ∗,i ∗ := −1 (accelerating arc set) (33)

R spl := {(i dis, i dis)|i ∈D }, Ti dis,i dis := 1 (receiving arc set) (34)

Here,τi ∗ denotes the time horizon of any node i ∗ ∈N spl and Ti ∗, j ∗ the corresponding time delay on any
arc (i ∗, j ∗) from the respective arc set. Accordingly, the relevant time sets are defined by Ki := {0, . . . ,τi }
for all split nodes i ∈N spl as well as the relevant guaranteed service times by Si dis :=min(Si ,τi ) for all
split demand nodes i dis ∈D spl. This split graph is time-expanded up to the time horizons. Additionally,
certain outsourcing arcs are added, which are required to enforce the special implications of the
outsourced quantities prescribed by the SGSM-DP. These emanate from 0dis

0 and terminate in each
instance of i out for which there is an entering arc terminating in the corresponding instance of i inv

one period later. Formally, the resulting t-graph G exp is defined by

G exp := (N exp, Aexp) (t-graph) (35)

with

N exp := {ik |i ∈N spl, k ∈ Ki } (t-nodes) (36)

Aexp := {(ik , jk+Ti , j
)|(i , j ) ∈ Aspl, k ∈ Ki , k +Ti , j ∈ K j }∪̇S exp (t-arcs) (37)

D exp := {iSi
|i ∈D spl} (t-demands) (38)

where

S exp := {(0dis
0 , i out

k+Tj dis ,i inv−1)|( j
dis, i inv) ∈ E spl, k ∈ K j dis} (t-supplies) (39)

like depicted in figure 2. In the t-graph the customer requirements are imposed in time and value by
the flow demands

Dω
i :=











−∆ω1 if i = 0dis
0

Dω
j if i = j dis

k ∈D exp

0 otherwise

(40)

for all t-nodes i ∈N exp in every scenarioω ∈Ω. On this structure we are able to construct the following
model.

Problem 3 (F-SGSM-DP). The following problem is called the Flow-based Stochastic Guaranteed
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Service Model with Demand Propagation:

min
∑

i∈N

�

Hi · yi +Ci ·
∑

ω∈Ω
Pω ·qωi

�

(cost) (41)

∑

k∈Ki

zi ,k = 1 ∀i ∈N (choice) (42)

xω
j dis

k ,i inv
k+Ti

+ xω
0dis

0 ,i out
k+Ti −1

≤∆ωi · z j ,k ∀( j , i ) ∈ A,∀k ∈ K j ,ω ∈Ω (inbound) (43)

xω
i inv

k ,i dis
k
+ xω

i out
k ,i dis

k
≤∆ωi · zi ,k ∀i ∈N ,∀k ∈ Ki ,ω ∈Ω (outbound) (44)

∑

k∈Ki \{0}
xωi inv

k ,i inv
k−1
≤ yi ∀i ∈N ,ω ∈Ω (load) (45)

∑

k∈Ki \{0}
(xωi out

k ,i out
k−1
+ xω

i out
k−1,i dis

k−1
) = qωi ∀i ∈N ,ω ∈Ω (quantity) (46)

∑

j∈δ−
G exp (i )

xωj ,i −
∑

j∈δ+
G exp (i )

xωi , j =Dω
i ∀i ∈N exp,ω ∈Ω (flow) (47)

zi ,k ∈B ∀i ∈N ,∀k ∈ Ki (service) (48)

yi ∈Z≥0 ∀i ∈N (base) (49)

qωi ∈Z≥0 ∀i ∈N ,ω ∈Ω (emergency) (50)

xωi , j ∈Q≥0 ∀(i , j ) ∈ Aexp,ω ∈Ω (direction) (51)

The multiple-choice variable zi ,k (48) unified by constraints (42) indicates the selection of the
outbound service time s+i = k . Variable xωi , j (51) describes the flow rate on (i , j ) in the t-graph in
scenario ω conserved by conditions (47). The flow-design constraints (43) and (44) enforce the
selected outbound service times in the t-graph flow. The acceleration arcs along the expansion of i inv

and i out backwards in time are utilized to evaluate the non-linear demand loads on the base-stock
level yi (49) in (19) and outsourced quantities qωi (50) in (20) by linear constraints (45) and (46) as
illustrated in figure 1. In the objective (41) holding costs for the base-stocks and compensation
costs for the outsourced quantities are evaluated. Given a feasible solution of the F-SGSM-DP, we
can derive parameters for the outsourcing-aware base-stock policy as follows: for each i ∈N , the
base-stock level is given by yi , the guaranteed outbound service time is given by

∑

k∈Ki
k · zi ,k , and

the upper order limit is given by dmaxω∈Ω
∑

k∈Ki
xω

i inv
k ,i dis

k

e.
The following theorem shows that, essentially, we may solve the F-SGSM-DP instead of the

I-SGSM-DP to obtain the same result.

Theorem 1. The F-SGSM-DP and the I-SGSM-DP are equivalent if one of the following modifications
is made.

(i) Integrality constraints on outsourced quantities are removed.

(ii) Integrality constraints on flow values are added.

(iii) Linear constraints
∑

k∈Ki
k ·zi ,k −

∑

k∈K j
k ·z j ,k ≤ Ti for all ( j , i ) ∈ A are added to the F-SGSM-DP.

Furthermore, the I-SGSM-DP and the SGSM-DP are equivalent if either modification (i) or (ii) is made.

Before we formally prove this theorem, we provide some preliminary insights. An advantage of
a slack-free formulation is, that only finite sets of service times have to be considered as already
indicated by Kamp and Rambau (2022).
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Lemma 1 (Relevant Time Horizon). For distribution networks, every slack-free solution of the SGSM-DP
satisfies

s+i + xi ∈ Ki (52)

for each node i ∈N .

Proof. Proof: For an arbitrary i ∈N summing up equations (5) on the upstream set Pi results in

s+∗i +
∑

j∈Pi

x∗ j = s∗1

︸︷︷︸

=0

+
∑

j∈Pi

Tj

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=τi

=τi (53)

where i ∈ Pi and the non-negativity of the feasible replenishment delays imply (52).

Furthermore, for every node i ∈ N , condition (5) implies Ti + si ∈ Ki resulting in si ≤ τi − Ti .
Therefore, the I-SGSM-DP restricts the SGSM-DP to slack-free solutions. Next, it is shown that the
full demand rates are valid upper demand bounds for the SGSM-DP and the I-SGSM-DP.

Lemma 2 (Node Supply Bound). For distribution networks, every feasible solution of the SGSM-DP or
the I-SGSM-DP satisfies

nωi +mω
i ≤∆

ω
i (54)

for each node i ∈N in every scenarioω ∈Ω.

Proof. Proof: For arbitrary i ∈N andω ∈Ω summing up equations (11) or (22) of the downstream
set %+G (i ) results in

∑

j∈%+G (i )

�

nωj −
∑

k∈δ+G ( j )

nωk +mω
j

�

=
∑

j∈%+G (i )∩D

Dω
j =∆

ω
i (55)

where i ∈ %+G (i ) and the non-negativity of the feasible outsourced demand rates imply (54) via
assumptions 1(ii) and (iii).

Let in the following the largest lower bound of a model objective be indicated by a trailing ∗.
Indeed, SGSM-DP∗ is upper-bounded by F-SGSM-DP∗.

Lemma 3 (Primal Bound for SGSM-DP by F-SGSM-DP). For distribution networks, every feasible
solution of the F-SGSM-DP induces a feasible solution of the SGSM-DP with identical objective value.

Proof. Proof: Let an arbitrary feasible solution of the F-SGSM-DP have outbound service indicators
zi ,k ∈B for all i ∈N with k ∈ Ki and flow values xωi , j ∈Q≥0 for all t-arcs (i , j ) ∈ Aexp in every scenario
ω ∈Ω. The selected outbound service times are assigned by

s+i ←
∑

k∈Ki

k · zi ,k ∈ Ki ⊂Z≥0 (56)

for all i ∈N as well as z0,0 := 1 for s+0 := 0. Furthermore, the supply values are defined by

nωi ←
∑

k∈Ki

xω
i inv

k ,i dis
k
∈Q≥0 (57)

mω
i ←

∑

k∈Ki

xω
i out

k ,i dis
k
∈Q≥0 (58)
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for all i ∈N in everyω ∈Ω, while satisfying constraints (11) by summing the conservation conditions
(47) for all instances of i dis in each scenario separately. The remaining times are set to

xi ←max(s+j +Ti − s+i , 0) ∈Z≥0 (59)

si ← xi + s+i −Ti =max(s+j , s+i −Ti ) ∈Z≥0 (60)

for all ( j , i ) ∈ {(0,1)} ∪ A, while satisfying constraints (5) and (6). For conditions (7), consider an
arbitrary demand node i ∈ D and a scenario ω ∈ Ω in which Dω

i > 0 is satisfied. This customer
demand applies to i dis at time Si dis and therefore requires a positive flow into the node expansion of
i dis at a time not after Si dis because the connecting receiving arcs point forwards in time. Therefore,
conditions (44) imply that s+i ≤ Si dis ≤ Si showing the validity of conditions (7). Using the same base-
stock levels and outsourced quantities leads to the same objective value, while constraints (8) and (9)
are validated by showing

∑

k∈Ki \{0}
xωi inv

k ,i inv
k−1
= xi ·nωi (61)

∑

k∈Ki \{0}
(xωi out

k ,i out
k−1
+ xω

i out
k−1,i dis

k−1
) = xi ·mω

i (62)

for all i ∈N in everyω ∈Ω based on constraints (45) and (46). So let ( j , i ) ∈ {(0, 1)}∪A andω ∈Ω be
arbitrary.

1. Case: nωi > 0∨mω
i > 0

Conditions (44) imply that a flow of value nωi leaves the node expansion of i inv and a flow of
value mω

i leaves the node expansion of i out both only at time s+i . Since at least one of these
flows is positive, this requires a positive flow to enter the node expansion of either i inv or i out

at a time not before s+i because the connecting accelerating arcs point backwards in time. By
conditions (43) a positive flow can only enter the node expansion of i inv at time s+j +Ti and the
node expansion of i out at time s+j +Ti −1, which implies s+j +Ti ≥ s+i . Therefore, by definition

it is xi = s+j +Ti − s+i being the length of the flow line passing the node expansion of i inv with
value nωi and if xi > 0 the by one extended length of the line passing the node expansion of
i out with flow mω

i . Otherwise, it is mω
i = 0 because in this case s+j +Ti −1< s+i , while satisfying

constraint (10). This shows (61) and (62).

2. Case: nωi = 0∧mω
i = 0

Since mω
i = 0, constraint (10) is fulfilled. Moreover, there is no flow leaving the node expansions

of i inv and i out. Therefore, no flow passes the corresponding accelerating arcs showing (61) and
(62).

Altogether the defined solution is feasible for the SGSM-DP and has the same objective value as the
initial solution of the F-SGSM-DP.

It can be seen that a non-trivial demand distribution is merely required to infer the customer
service guarantees from the flow conservation conditions. The reason is that the corresponding
indicator variables are forced to be active only if the underlying flow is non-zero. Moreover, this also
shows the statement for the alternative assumption in Kamp and Rambau (2022) that no demand
node has successors. Under this condition, demand nodes without customers face no demand at all.
In this case, the customer service requirement does not have to be enforced since it can be satisfied
by reducing the outbound service time at no cost.

On the other hand, I-SGSM-DP∗ is lower-bounded by F-SGSM-DP∗.
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Lemma 4 (Dual Bound for I-SGSM-DP by F-SGSM-DP). For distribution networks, every feasible
solution of the I-SGSM-DP induces a feasible solution of the F-SGSM-DP with identical objective value.

Proof. Proof: Let an arbitrary feasible solution of the I-SGSM-DP have for all nodes i ∈N inbound
service times si ∈ Z≥0, outbound service times s+i ∈ Z≥0, replenishment delays xi ∈ Z≥0, as well as
additionally in every scenarioω ∈Ω propagated rates nωi ∈Q≥0, and outsourced rates mω

i ∈Q≥0. By
conditions (15) and (18) it is s+i ∈ Ki for all i ∈N . Therefore, we can select these outbound service
times by assigning

zi ,k ← 1(k = s+i ) ∈B (63)

for all i ∈N and k ∈ Ki as well as s+0 := s1 = 0 for z0,0 := 1, while satisfying constraints (42). Furthermore,
in everyω ∈Ω the underlying flow values are set to

xω
j dis

k ,i inv
k+Ti

← nωi · z j ,k ∈Q≥0 (64)

xω
0dis

0 ,i out
k+Ti −1

←mω
i · z j ,k ∈Q≥0 (65)

for all ( j , i ) ∈ {(0, 1)}∪A and k ∈ K j since Ti > 0, while satisfying constraints (43), as well as

xω
i inv

k ,i dis
k
← nωi · zi ,k ∈Q≥0 (66)

xω
i out

k ,i dis
k
←mω

i · zi ,k ∈Q≥0 (67)

for all i ∈ N and k ∈ Ki , while satisfying constraints (44), because of the valid supply bounds (54).
Because of the time conditions (18), (16), and (15) as well as the artificially defined outbound service
time of the source node, it is s+j +Ti = si +Ti = s+i + xi for every ( j , i ) ∈ {(0, 1)}∪A. This is why the node

expansion to i inv is supplied at time s+i + xi as well as demanded at time s+i ≤ s+i + xi by conditional
flows nωi , the node expansion to i out is supplied at time s+i + xi −1 as well as demanded at time s+i
by conditional flows mω

i being non-zero only for xi > 0 due to propagation conditions (20) together
with passage conditions (21), and the node expansion to i dis is only for i ∈D internally supplied at
time s+i as well as externally demanded at time Si dis =min(Si ,τi )≥ s+i by conditional flows Dω

i due
to external service conditions (17) and conservation conditions (22). For these physical flows the
conservation conditions (47) are balanced by assigning in each scenarioω ∈Ω for every node i ∈N
the logical flow nωi ∈Q≥0 to every accelerating arc on the line from i inv

s+i +xi
to i inv

s+i
, if xi > 0 the logical

flow mω
i ∈Q≥0 to every accelerating arc on the line from i out

s+i +xi−1
to i out

s+i
, and if i ∈D the logical flow

Dω
i ∈ Q≥0 to every receiving arc on the line from i dis

s+i
to i dis

Si dis
, while annulling all other flow values.

Consequently, the sums in (45) and (46) are equal to the conditional propagated and outsourced
rates respectively multiplied by the associated replenishment delay. Thus, using the same base-stock
levels and outsourced quantities validates constraints (45) and (46) by the corresponding constraints
(19) and (20), which shows that the constructed solution is feasible for the F-SGSM-DP and has the
same objective value as the initial solution of the I-SGSM-DP.

In combination, the preceding lemmas show that

SGSM-DP∗ ≤ F-SGSM-DP∗ ≤ I-SGSM-DP∗ (68)

under the given assumptions.
Now we are in a position to complete the proof of our main theoretical result.

Proof. Proof of Theorem 1: For the equivalence to the F-SGSM-DP at first consider modification (i) or
(ii). Let an arbitrary feasible solution of the SGSM-DP have for all nodes i ∈N inbound service times

12



si ∈Z≥0, outbound service times s+i ∈Z≥0, replenishment delays xi ∈Z≥0, as well as additionally in
every scenarioω ∈Ω outsourced rates mω

i and outsourced quantities qωi . It can be converted to a
feasible solution of the I-SGSM-DP by defining s+0 := 0 and subsequently adapting

si ← s+j ∈Z≥0 (69)

xi ←min(xi , si +Ti ) ∈Z≥0 (70)

s+i ← si +Ti − xi ∈Z≥0 (71)

for every ( j , i ) ∈ {(0, 1)}∪A in topological order starting at the artificial source node 0. Since in each
iteration the local inbound service time is set to the outbound service time of the unique predecessor,
this validates conditions (15), (16) and (18) by s1 = 0. Furthermore, it can be seen by induction that
no time is increased. This is obviously true for the root arc (0, 1) since the resulting setting, expressed
in the original variables, is given by inbound service time 0≤ s1, replenishment delay min(x1, T1)≤ x1,
and outbound service time max(T1− x1, 0)≤ s+1 because of condition (5) and the sign constraints on
service times. Let for an arbitrary ( j , i ) ∈ A the topologically preceding times be not increased. Then
the resulting setting, expressed in the variable values before the corresponding iteration, is given
by inbound service time s+j = s j +Tj − x j ≤min(τi −Ti , si ) because of condition (6), replenishment
delay min(xi , s+j +Ti )≤ xi , and outbound service time max(s+j +Ti −xi , 0)≤ si +Ti −xi = s+i because of
condition (6) and (5), which completes the inductive argument. Therefore, also the outbound service
times of demand nodes are not increased and conditions (17) remain valid. As the replenishment
delays are not increased, the base-stock level conditions (19) and flow conservation conditions (22)
are validated by using the same base-stock levels and propagated rates based on the corresponding
conditions (8) and (11). To fulfill the propagation constraints (20) the outsourced quantities are
reduced to

qωi ← xi ·mω
i ≥ 0 (72)

for all i ∈ N in every ω ∈ Ω, which is valid for modification (i) or (ii) because by the integrality of
replenishment delays the resulting outsourced quantities are integral if the outsourced rates are.
Above, a replenishment delay is never strictly reduced to zero since the corresponding lead time
is positive by definition, which is why passage conditions (21) are validated for resulting positive
replenishment delays by the valid conditions (20) and for resulting zero replenishment delays by
the corresponding conditions (10) for unchanged zero outsourced quantities. This shows that the
resulting solution with the same base-stock levels and propagated rates is feasible for the I-SGSM-DP
and since the outsourced quantities are not increased, the objective value compared to the initial
solution of the SGSM-DP is neither. The solution mappings from the proofs of lemmas 3 and 4 are also
valid for fractional outsourced quantities since they remain untouched and the integrality constraints
are not required otherwise. Also for integral flow values these remain valid because the integrality
constraints on supply rates and physical flows are actually conserved, which induces integral logical
flows on accelerating and receiving arcs in the t-graph. So there is a cycle of objective-protecting
solution mappings from the SGSM-DP over the I-SGSM-DP to the F-SGSM-DP and back, which
establishes the equivalence of these models for modification (i) or (ii).

Next, consider modification (iii). Then, the solution mapping from the F-SGSM-DP to the
SGSM-DP in the proof of lemma 3 indeed results in a solution of the I-SGSM-DP because the addi-
tional constraints together with s+0 := 0 for all ( j , i ) ∈ {(0, 1)}∪A imply

s+i − s+j ≤ Ti (73)

since s+1 ≤ T1 =τ1 by s+1 ∈ K1 and therefore

xi = s+j +Ti − s+i (74)

si = s+j (75)
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in the resulting setting, while satisfying the restricting constraints (16) and (18) because of si = 0. On
the other hand, the solution mapping from the I-SGSM-DP to the F-SGSM-DP in the proof of lemma
4 results in a solution which already satisfies the additional constraints because conditions (15) and
(16) imply

Ti = xi + s+i − s+j ≥ s+i − s+j =
∑

k∈Ki

k · zi ,k −
∑

k∈K j

k · z j ,k (76)

for all ( j , i ) ∈ A by the sign restrictions on replenishment delays as well as zi ,k = 1(k = s+i ) for all i ∈N
and k ∈ Ki in the resulting setting. So there is a cycle of objective-protecting solution mappings from
the I-SGSM-DP to the F-SGSM-DP and back, which establishes the equivalence of these models for
modification (iii).

If integrality constraints on base-stock levels are removed, the previous statements remain valid,
since the constructed solution mappings do not rely on these integrality constraints and leave the
base-stock levels unchanged. In combination with modification (i) this shows that the continuous-
commodity variants of the SGSM-DP, the I-SGSM-DP, and the F-SGSM-DP are equivalent.

We have shown that under mild conditions the F-SGSM-DP can compute an optimal solution
for the I-SGSM-DP. This is most interesting if the F-SGSM-DP can be solved for larger instances.
We compare the solution times and the integrality gaps of the new F-SGSM-DP with the known
big-M-linearization of the SGSM-DP in numerical experiments in Section 4.

3.2 An Improved Flow-Design Model

This section provides the semantic model improvement suggested by Kamp (2021). The improved
model is different in essentially two ways: first, in the objective the inventory levels are reduced by the
average demand load to estimate better the expected inventory levels; second, unified outsourced
rates instead of accumulated outsourced quantities impose compensation costs. The transition from

i inv xi ← 2

( j , i ) ∈ A

∑

k
zi ,k = 1

∆ωi · zi ,si
≥ nωi = xω

j dis
si ,i inv

si +Ti

∆ωi · zi ,s+i
≥mω

i +nωi = xω
0dis

s+i
,i dis

s+i

+ xω
i inv

s+i
,i dis

s+i

i inv i inv

s+i

i inv i inv

si +Ti

i inv

0dis j dis

i dis

0dis

s+i

j dis

si

i dis

s+i

nωi

nωi

mω
i

nωi

nωinωi

nωj

mω
i

Figure 3: Structure of Flow Design: Deliveries at
inventory node i must obey the guaranteed ser-
vice rules, which is enforced by big-M-conditions
with respect to binary selector variables zi ,k re-
stricting each scenario flow through dispatch
node i dis to service time s+i .

1 T1 := 2

2 T2 := 1

S2 := 0

D2 := 2

1inv

2inv

1inv
0 1inv

1 1inv
2

2inv
0 2inv

1 2inv
2 2inv

3

0dis

1dis

0dis
0 0dis

1 0dis
2 0dis

3

1dis
0 1dis

1 1dis
2

2dis
1 2dis

2 2dis
32dis

D2dis := 2

2dis
0

D
2dis

0
:= 2

Figure 4: F-SGSM-DF-Network with a Feasible
Flow: At the left hand side original network, in
the middle split network where original nodes are
split into inventory, and dispatch nodes, at the
right hand side flow network leading a scenario
flow with immediate service.
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outsourced quantities to outsourced rates allows for a simplification in the flow-design network. This
time, each node i ∈N in the inventory network G only gives rise to split nodes i inv, i dis supplied by
a source node 0dis in another split graph G spl in the following way: The inventory node i inv holds
the regularly replenished stock. The dispatch node i dis assigns the order quantities to deliver from
stock and from outsourcing. The source node supplies the root inventory node 1inv with the regular
delay T1 and every dispatch node i dis as a zero-delay emergency supplier. The resulting split graph is
defined as follows.

G spl := (N spl, Aspl) (split graph) (77)

with

N spl :=M spl∪̇O spl (split node set) (78)

Aspl := E spl∪̇F spl∪̇S spl∪̇V spl∪̇R spl (split arc set) (79)

D spl := {i dis|i ∈D } (split demand set) (80)

where

M spl := {i inv|i ∈N }, τi ∗ :=τi (material node set) (81)

O spl := {i dis|i ∈ {0}∪̇N }, τ0dis :=max
i∈N

τi (operational node set) (82)

E spl := {( j dis, i inv)|( j , i ) ∈ {(0, 1)}∪̇A}, Tj dis,i inv := Ti (entering arc set) (83)

F spl := {(i inv, i dis)|i ∈N }, Ti inv,i dis := 0 (forwarding arc set) (84)

S spl := {(0dis, i dis)|i ∈N }, T0dis,i dis := 0 (outsourcing arc set) (85)

V spl := {(i inv, i inv)|i ∈N }, Ti inv,i inv := −1 (accelerating arc set) (86)

R spl := {(i dis, i dis)|i ∈D }, Ti dis,i dis := 1 (receiving arc set) (87)

Again, τi ∗ denotes the time horizon of any node i ∗ ∈N spl and Ti ∗, j ∗ the corresponding time delay on
any arc (i ∗, j ∗) from the respective arc set with relevant time sets Ki := {0, . . . ,τi } for all split nodes
i ∈ N spl as well as relevant guaranteed service times Si dis :=min(Si ,τi ) for all split demand nodes
i dis ∈ D spl. This split graph is time-expanded up to the time horizons without the need of further
extensions, which results in the t-graph G exp defined by

G exp := (N exp, Aexp) (t-graph) (88)

with

N exp := {ik |i ∈N spl, k ∈ Ki } (t-nodes) (89)

Aexp := {(ik , jk+Ti , j
)|(i , j ) ∈ Aspl, k ∈ Ki , k +Ti , j ∈ K j } (t-arcs) (90)

D exp := {iSi
|i ∈D spl} (t-demands) (91)

as depicted in figure 4 with flow demands (40). This enables us to construct the following model with
improved objective and outsourcing rates instead of outsourcing quantities.

Problem 4 (F-SGSM-DF). The following problem is called the Flow-based Stochastic Guaranteed
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Service Model with Demand Flow:

min
∑

ω∈Ω
Pω ·

∑

i∈N

�

Hi ·aωi +Ci ·
∑

k∈Ki

xω
0dis

k ,i dis
k

�

(cost) (92)

∑

k∈Ki

zi ,k = 1 ∀i ∈N (choice) (93)

xω
j dis

k ,i inv
k+Ti

≤∆ωi · z j ,k ∀( j , i ) ∈ A,∀k ∈ K j ,ω ∈Ω (inbound) (94)

xω
i inv

k ,i dis
k
+ xω

0dis
k ,i dis

k
≤∆ωi · zi ,k ∀i ∈N ,∀k ∈ Ki ,ω ∈Ω (outbound) (95)

∑

k∈Ki \{0}
xωi inv

k ,i inv
k−1
= yi −aωi ∀i ∈N ,ω ∈Ω (load) (96)

∑

j∈δ−
G exp (i )

xωj ,i −
∑

j∈δ+
G exp (i )

xωi , j =Dω
i ∀i ∈N exp,ω ∈Ω (flow) (97)

zi ,k ∈B ∀i ∈N ,∀k ∈ Ki (service) (98)

yi ∈Z≥0 ∀i ∈N (base) (99)

xωi , j ∈Q≥0 ∀(i , j ) ∈ Aexp,ω ∈Ω (direction) (100)

aωi ∈Q≥0 ∀i ∈N ,ω ∈Ω (stock) (101)

The parameters for the outsourcing-aware base-stock policy are still given for each i ∈N by the
base-stock level yi (99), the guaranteed outbound service time

∑

k∈Ki
k ·zi ,k inferred from the multiple-

choice variables zi ,k (98) specified by the set-partitioning constraints (93), and the upper order limit
dmaxω∈Ω

∑

k∈Ki
xω

i inv
k ,i dis

k

e determined smallest possible to permit the propagated demand values xω
i inv

k ,i dis
k

(100) validated by the demand conservation conditions (97). Variables aωi (101) are determined in
condition (96) to evaluate the expected inventory level along with the expected outsourced rates in
objective (92). These inventory levels are given by the slacks of constraints (45) and represent the
parts of the base-stocks which remain in the inventories for the current demand loads. Flow-design
conditions (94) and (95) impose unique outbound service times across scenarios in the flow network,
i.e., positive flow values are only allowed at consistent time slots as illustrated in figure 3.

The adaptions made in the F-SGSM-DF are supported by dynamic simulation results on random
instances provided in the next section.

4 Computational Experiments

To asses the run-time complexities of the models’ solution processes and performances of the respec-
tive model-optimal solutions in the dynamic context, a computational study on randomized data is
performed. Optimal solutions in the following are computed by a standard MacBook Air (11 Inch,
Mid 2012, macOS Catalina 10.15.7, 2.6 GHz Core i5-3317U, 4 GB DDR3-RAM) with a patched variant
of SCIP 7.0.3 embedding LP-solver SoPlex 5.0.2with default parameters apart from tolerances
“epsilon” of 10−10 and “feastol” of 10−7. (Gamrath et al. 2020). Networks are generated by successively
adding nodes and choosing unique predecessors at random.

At first the computational performance of the SGSM-DP by Löhnert and Rambau (2018), the
T-SGSM-DP by Kamp and Rambau (2022) (a purely technical tightening of the SGSM-DP), and the
F-SGSM-DP given by problem 3 (all with continuous demand rates) is compared. For this, the same
randomization parameters as for the mild instance set by Kamp and Rambau (2022) are used with
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Figure 6: Comparison of Model Sizes for Heavy
Parameters: The flow-based formulation has al-
most 100 times as many variables as the tightened
formulation.

|N | ∈
�

1, . . . , 100
	

. That is, for |Ω|= 3 the data is independently sampled from the ranges

Ti ∈
�

1, . . . , 4
	

(102)

Hi ∈
�

1, 2
	

(103)

Ci ∈
�

Hi +1, . . . , Hi +8
	

(104)

for node i ∈N and

Si ∈
�

0, 1
	

(105)

Pω ∈
�

1, . . . , 100
	

normalized (106)

Dω
i ∈

�

1, . . . , d4 · ω|Ω| e
	

(107)

for demand node i ∈ D in scenario ω ∈ Ω respectively. Figures 5, 7, and 8 display the number of
variables, the resulting total computation times and the relative integrality gaps defined by 1− LP-Opt

MILP-Opt
for a time limit of 1000 seconds.

The F-SGSM-DP is by a factor of 100 faster than the T-SGSM-DP, which in turn is 10 times faster
than the original SGSM-DP for more than 10 nodes. With the F-SGSM-DP, an optimal solution can
still be computed within the time limit for even up to 400 nodes. Hence, the larger model size of the
F-SGSM-DP is in this case overcompensated by its low integrality gap.

Another heavy instance set is generated for |N | ∈
�

1, . . . , 10
	

and |Ω|= 30 with ranges Ti ∈
�

1, . . . , 31
	

,

Si ∈
�

0, . . . ,30
	

, and Dω
i ∈

�

1, . . . , d62 · ω|Ω| e
	

in the same way as before. These instances are equipped
with a practical cost structure by at first generating the compensation marginals in topological order
with mean 16τi and then the holding marginals in reverse topological order with mean 16, while the
range widths are adaptively chosen, so that both marginal sets are topologically increasing as well
as every compensation marginal is larger than the mean and the realization of the corresponding
holding marginal.

For these heavy instances, figure 9 shows that there is no longer a consistent difference between
the F-SGSM-DP and the T-SGSM-DP. A possible explanation for this is the substantial presolving
effort when processing the huge number of variables in the F-SGSM-DP, which might be counteracted
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Figure 10: Comparison of Integrality Gaps for
Heavy Parameters: The flow-based formulation
is almost tight (close to zero) whereas the big-M
formulations remains above 60%.
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by a tailored decomposition approach. Nevertheless, figure 10 demonstrates again that the static
LP-relaxation of the F-SGSM-DP often turns out to be tight and is still computable consistently faster
than a proven optimal solution of the SGSM-DP (here by a factor of around 10).
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Figure 11: Comparison of Realized Costs Rela-
tive to F-SGSM-DF-objective for Mild Parameters:
The F-SGSM-DF achieves lowest cost and predicts
well (close to one).
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Figure 12: Comparison of Realized Costs Relative
to F-SGSM-DF-objective for Heavy Parameters:
The F-SGSM-DF achieves lowest cost but overes-
timates (lower than one).

For the evaluation of the realized cost in the dynamic application of the outsourcing-aware base-
stock policy with parameter settings from the various models, the simulation is set up as follows. In
every period, customer demands are generated independently over time and jointly for all demand
nodes. Simulated are the same demand distributions as presented to the optimization models. Lead
times remain deterministic. All nodes are driven by the outsourcing-aware base-stock policy by
definition 2 for the best solutions found in the respective models within the time limit. Costs are
evaluated over 1000 periods after a settle time of 100 periods starting with empty inventories. To
estimate the expected cost, an average over 10 simulation runs is computed for each problem and
model instance. The measured cost is the holding cost for the inventory storage over time (without
pipeline storage) plus the compensation cost for the outsourcing actions. Figures 11 and 12 show
the resulting total cost relative to the objective value of the F-SGSM-DF. There, the F-SGSM-DB
refers to an intermediate model given by the F-SGSM-DF with holding costs for the base-stocks (as
in the F-SGSM-DP). It turns out, that on the mild instance set the cost predicted by the F-SGSM-DF
approximates well the realized cost in the dynamic simulation and performs consistently better
than the other approaches. However, on the heavy instance set the F-SGSM-DF overestimates costs,
which might be due to the longer lead times making dynamical shortcomings in the representation
of the demand loads evident. Nevertheless, even for these instances the F-SGSM-DF dominates the
F-SGSM-DB and the F-SGSM-DP.

Summarized, computational efficiency, dynamic cost prediction quality, and dynamic cost effi-
ciency of the new F-SGSM-DF are a huge leap forward compared to the former models.

5 Conclusions

We have presented the outsourcing-aware base-stock policy that allows to determine smaller base-
stocks in anticipation of outsourcing options. Its parameters can be optimized by the SGSM-DP-
MILP by Löhnert and Rambau (2018), but only for small networks and with imprecise dynamic
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cost predictions. In this work, we have presented an all new MILP-formulation F-SGSM-DP for the
SGSM-DP based on flow-design that has a very small integrality gap and can handle distribution
networks with up to 400 nodes for mild parameters. Moreover, by modification of the objective we
obtained the F-SGSM-DF. Simulations on randomized instances for demand distributions varying
mildly over time show a much more precise dynamic cost prediction, where the F-SGSM-DF can still
handle networks with 50 nodes in reasonable time for mild parameters.

Future research concerns demand distributions that vary strongly over time (like many days with-
out any demand and few days with a substantial demand). Furthermore, an effective decomposition
scheme for dynamic column generation would be helpful to tackle instances with hard parameters
like long lead times. The F-SGSM-DP/F-SGSM-DF are still tight for such instances, but the model
size grows very large, which leads to a longer computation time and a higher memory consumption
with standard solvers.
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